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WELCOME



At Jaxx, we like doing things differently. Since our inception over 
10 years ago, we brought a modern sensibility to the grand ideas of 

alternative furniture, i.e. the bean bag. We have developed the perfect 
concoction of bouncy, supportive foam to provide unsurpassed 

coziness. We cover our foam in durable, soft fabrics. With the interior 
liner, you can easily remove the cover for washing or change it out to 

fit your decor.

This concept moved from bean bags into full-fledged furniture. 
We started dreaming of supportive, comfy furniture without the 

stiff, immovable nature of traditional furniture. We created a line of 
products that are not only beautiful but also transform to suit our 

customers’ needs. We have ottomans that can be chairs and chairs 
that can be beds. Our indoor line is more than a few pieces of ordinary 
furniture. They are elegantly designed endlessly versatile solutions. We 

believe that the future of furniture is convertible—pieces that evolve 
with you and your family. 

We worked to make Jaxx a brand with principals: being 
environmentally conscious, making a quality and long-lasting product, 

and manufacturing right here in the USA. We hope you enjoy our 
versatile, adaptive furniture.





OUTDOOR BEAN BAG CHAIRS





As with all of our outdoor line, the Juniper 
Outdoor Bean Bag Chair gets its name 

from one of our favorite midtown Atlanta 
thoroughfares. Its tapered form creates a 

unique sculptural effect, much like the city’s 
welcoming architecture. The design keeps your 

back comfortably supported and stable. The 
EPS filling inside the Juniper arranges itself to 
conform to you, while the seat is large enough 

to stay comfortable while enjoying the summer 
sun and keeping you perfectly snug for patio 

or poolside lounging. Bring it inside during the 
winter for a inviting accent chair.

Mix and match with the Spring or Luckie Pouf. 
Buy a companion pattern or switch it up for a 

pop of color.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella, Sunfeild

Polystyrene Beads Fill

36W x 30H x 28L | 14seat height

OUTDOOR BEAN BAG CHAIR

JUNIPER

COLORS







51.25W x 27.5H x 36.5D, 14seat height.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

COLORS



Made in the USA, the lightweight Lavista Outdoor Loveseat features a fine 
bead filling that conforms to your body for the ultimate “easy-living” style 
and practically begs you to make yourself comfortable for hours and hours, 
indoors and out. Crafted from premium coated acrylic, our outdoor loveseat is 
available in solid or two-tone color fabric which is treated to resist dirt, mold, 
mildew and harsh UV light, making it the ideal spot by the pool. Mix and 
match with the Spring Pouf, Leon Ottoman or Luckie Pouf. Buy a companion 
pattern or switch it up for a pop of color.

LAVISTA



48L x48W x 36H

SPECIFICATIONS

100% Polyester micro-suede/ Faux Fur

Polyurethane Foam Micro-Cushions Fill

COLORS



Whether you’re looking to spruce up your patio, garden, or poolside deck, the 
equally chic and comfy Poppy Outdoor Egg Chair is a welcome addition to 
any outside area. This trendy bean bag’s oval shape pairs with premium 
high-density foam bead filling to conform to your body while offering full and 
snug support. The sunshine-friendly seat’s stylish two-toned cover is made 
from Sunbrella and Sunfield fabrics, providing unparalleled protection from 
the elements, so your Poppy Outdoor Egg Chair maintains its high quality 
and polished aesthetic no matter what Mother Nature throws its way.

POPPY OUTDOOR CLUB CHAIR



A stunning modern take on the classic bean 
bag, the Palmetto outdoor bean bag chair 
brings snuggly flair to backyard areas that’s 
perfect for fun in the sun. Filled with supportive, 
cushiony microbeads, the Palmetto is just as 
delightful to sit in as it is appealing to look at. 
Caped in machine-washable, Sunbrella® fabric, 
the Palmetto maintains its stellar appearance 
thanks to its fade, mildew, and stain-resistant 
properties, ensuring this ultra-chic bean bag 
chair never goes out of style. 

Team this outdoor club chair with our Leon 
Outdoor Ottoman and you can have a perfect 
spot for leisurely reading or sipping your 
favorite beverage. Either way, it’s the most fun 
you can have in the sun.

SPECIFICATIONS

100% Polyester Micro-suede, Faux Fur

Polyurethane Foam Micro-Cushions Fill

72L x 72W x 28H

BEAN BAG CHAIR

PALMETTO OUTDOOR

COLORS





47L x 40W x 25H

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

COLORS



Live large with the Finster, an outdoor lounge chair that’s big in both size and 
style. With its casual, low-profile design, body-conforming microbeads, and 
comfortable back support, the Finster is all you ever wanted in an outdoor 
lounge chair. The Finster’s aesthetic mimics the vibes of a sunny weekend 
day—effortlessly relaxed, easygoing, and filled with the promise of fun—
making it a welcome addition to any outdoor gathering. Draped in furniture-
grade Sunbrella® fabric, Mother Nature is no match for this bean bag lounge 
chair’s weatherproof durability.

FINSTER OUTDOOR BEAN BAG LOUNGE CHAIR



40L x 40W x 28H

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

COLORS



Good things come in small packages, which is why we love the Kiss Outdoor 
Bean Bag. Its petite footprint allows it to fit anywhere, and the durable 
Sunbrella® outdoor fabric can withstand any surface. Use the reinforced 
stitched polypropylene handle and take it in the garden for extra comfort 
while working on your flower beds, or leave it by the pool for superior 
sunning. The Kiss Outdoor Bean Bag is built to last with an EPS filling that 
offers support and flexibility to respond to any position. Bring this little 
beauty inside when the weather turns cold for lightweight seating anywhere 
in the house.

KISS





Bring the casual comfort of a bean bag outside 
with the Twist Bean Bag Chair. Lounge in style 

and add something unique to your outdoors 
with an alternative to the standard patio decor. 

With tons of back support and the flexibility 
to keep you upright or allow you to lay back, 
the Twist is a lounge chair and deck chair in 

one. This supremely modern bag is filled with 
mildew-resistant polystyrene beads so it can be 

left outside without worry, or bring it indoors 
with you as an accent chair. And the fabric is 

all-weather coated acrylic that has been treated 
to resist dirt, mold, mildew, UV and chlorine.

Mix and match with the Leon Outdoor 
Ottoman. Buy a companion pattern or switch 

it up for a pop of color.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunfield

Polystyrene Beads Fill

46D x 40W x 28H

OUTDOOR BEAN BAG CHAIR

TWIST

COLORS









JAXX SPECIAL  ORDERS

SPAZIO







18H x 30W x 80L
Otttoman: 9H x 60W x 80L

SPECIFICATIONS COLORS

Sunbrella

Polyurethane Foam Fill

The Alvy Chair and Ottoman are versatile seating 
options made of dense, supportive foam. The Alvy 
Chair sports four solid wood feet, a strap-on bolster 
for back support, and a cushion for comfort. The 
Ottoman also has four solid wood feet for level 
height with the chair. Both are available in 12 
shades of stain-resistant fabric covers. 

ALVY CHIAR + OTTOMAN







OUTDOOR BEAN BAG LOUNGERS



 The Alvy Daybed is part daybed, sitting bench, 
and sofa. Equipped with a strap-on, no-slip 
bolster, head cushion and six solid wood feet, 
the Alvy gives you lots of relaxing options.
Available in 12 shades of stain-resistant fabric 
covers to match 

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polyurethane Foam Fill

80L x 18H x 30W 

DAYBED BENCH

ALVY OUTDOOR







From poolside hangs to backyard barbecues, 
there’s no outdoor activity the Piper outdoor 

patio pillow can’t elevate. Lay it flat as you 
lay out and sunbathe for more relaxed use 

or prop it up against a tree for back support 
while diving into a good book- the Piper has 

no problem switching up in function when you 
switch from one position to the next. Covered 

in soft yet durable Sunbrella® fabric, this 
attractive outdoor bean bag pillow is built to 

last and be enjoyed for years to come.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

57L x 45W x 8H

OUTDOOR BEAN BAG PILLOW

PIPER

COLORS



SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

43L x 37W x 21H

COLORS



 lounger seat like no other, the Tybee Outdoor Lounger offers the perfect blend 
of superior comfort with stylish design - with a zipper-detachable backrest 
that lets you mix and match a variety colors. A unique alternative to bulky and 
dated patio furniture, the Tybee Outdoor Lounger is constructed with durable 
furniture-grade Sunbrella® fabric that is designed to withstand the elements, 
bringing a Zen-like quality to your outdoor summer vibes.

Turn the summertime comfort up a notch by pairing it with a matching 
outdoor ottoman or grouping two loungers together for the ultimate 
oversized outdoor sofa.

TYBEE OUTDOOR LOUNGER



Score major brownie points with your kids when adding the Tybee Jr. Outdoor 
Lounger to your summertime setup. Kids need a comfortable place to relax 
outside too and the Tybee Lounger is designed with them in mind.

Suitable for both outdoor and indoor use, this stylishly sturdy lounger is 
upholstered in a durable, furniture-grade Sunbrella® fabric that can withstand 
a kids active imagination just as much as the weather. The Tybee Jr. Outdoor 
Lounger is perfect for game rooms or play rooms and is the most relaxing 
place for an afternoon nap. Best of all, there is no complicated assembly 
needed. Simply dress the machine-washable covers on the water resistant 
bead-filled liner, and your kids can start enjoying this lounger as soon as it’s 
brought home.

TYBEE JR OUTDOOR LOUNGER



SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

28.5L x 24.5W x 20H

COLORS



The Prado Outdoor Bean Bag Lounger is a 
unique and stylish alternative to standard patio 
furniture. A chaise lounger and deck chair in 
one, the Prado features a tapered supportive 
high back that makes it easy to sit upright or 
recline, and the extra length means anyone 
can get comfortable. Because of its superior 
durable fabric and mildew-resistant beads, 
this lounger can weather heavy use without 
losing its structure or good looks. Performing 
flawlessly both indoors and out, and the Prado 
Lounger is hinged and can be folded for easy 
storage or travel.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunfield

Polystyrene Beads Fill

68W x 29 H x 26 L, 10 seat height

BEAN BAG LOUNGER

PRADO OUTDOOR

COLORS





18H x 26W x 68L | 8.5 seat height

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

COLORS



With its trendy design, modern silhouette, and premium fabric, this Arlo 
Outdoor Bean Bag Lounger is a great addition to any backyard paradise. Its 
tapered form creates a unique sculptural effect while the EPS filling inside 
easily arranges itself to conform comfortably around your body, offering the 
perfect amount of support while sunning. Performing flawlessly indoors and 
out, the Arlo Lounger is covered with durable Sunbrella® acrylic canvas fabric 
that is treated to resist dirt, stains, mold, mildew and harsh UV rays while 
still providing a smooth finish that feels great against your skin. Find all the 
makings of a beautiful day with an assortment of summer-friendly colors. Mix 
and match with the Spring and Luckie Poufs.

ARLO OUTDOOR BEAN BAG LOUNGER





OUTDOOR BEAN BAG OTTOMANS



As with all of our outdoor line, the Spring Outdoor Bean Bag Pouf gets its 
name from one of our popular Atlanta midtown thoroughfares. Like the street, 
which is known for its mix of stylish restaurants and nightclubs, this pouf also 
caters to a variety of needs. Use it as a traditional foot rest or let it moonlight 
as a rugged little side table when topped with a tray. The Spring Pouf can be 
used on its side or base and is a great way to work color and exotic flare to your 
existing decor indoors or out.

SPRING OUTDOOR BEAN BAG POUF

COLORSSPECIFICATIONS

Sunfield

Polystyrene Beads Fill

Round 21D x 17H







The extremely versatile Tybee Outdoor 
Ottoman is the ultimate spot to prop up your 

feet while you kick back and enjoy the summer 
sun. A stylish option for patios, decks and 

poolside, this ottoman is upholstered with 
durable furniture-grade Sunbrella® fabric that 
won’t fade in the sun and can even withstand 

a little rain.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

 37L x 25W x 10.5H

OUTDOOR OTTOMAN

TYBEE

COLORS



26L x 18W x 14H

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunbrella

Polystyrene Beads Fill

COLORS



As with all of our outdoor line, the Leon Outdoor Bean Bag Ottoman gets its 
name from one of our favorite Atlanta landmarks, Ponce de Leon Avenue. Like 
the street, which is home to an eclectic mix of hangouts, this draped ottoman 
also caters to a variety of needs. Use it as a traditional footrest, pop a squat for 
an extra seat or set it beside your favorite lounger for a side table. You won’t 
be able to imagine relaxing without it.

LEON OUTDOOR BEAN BAG OTTOMAN



The lightweight and versatile Luckie Outdoor 
Bean Bag Pouf is a perfect perch for resting 
your feet or serving as a handy side table. Use 
the Luckie Pouf to cater to a variety of needs, 
like extra seating space, and allow for a care-
free poolside lounging experience. With fully 
functional design that does not go out of 
fashion, the Luckie Pouf compliments virtually 
every decor and brightens any terrace, porch, 
garden or balcony.

SPECIFICATIONS

Sunfield

Polystyrene Beads Fill

Round 17H x 17W x 17vD

OUTDOOR BEAN BAG POUF

LUCKIE

COLORS
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